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Yield of Repeat 3D Angiography in Patients with
Aneurysmal-Type Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
X R.S. Bechan, X W.J. van Rooij, X J.P. Peluso, and X M. Sluzewski

ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Aneurysmal-type subarachnoid hemorrhage is a serious disease with high morbidity and mortality. When
no aneurysm is found, the patient remains at risk for rebleeding. Negative ﬁndings for SAH on angiography range from 2% to 24%. Most
previous studies were based on conventional 2D imaging. 3D rotational angiography depicts more aneurysms than 2D angiography. The
purpose of this study was to evaluate the yield of repeat 3D rotational angiography in patients with aneurysmal-type SAH with negative
initial 3D rotational angiography ﬁndings and to classify the initial occult aneurysms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Between March 2013 and January 2016, 292 patients with SAH and an aneurysmal bleeding pattern were
admitted. Of these 292 patients, 30 (10.3%; 95% CI, 7.3%–14.3%) had initial negative 3D rotational angiography ﬁndings within 24 hours. These
patients underwent a second 3D rotational angiography after 7–10 days.
RESULTS: In 8 of 30 patients (26.7%; 95% CI, 14.0%– 44.7%) with initial negative 3D rotational angiography ﬁndings, a ruptured aneurysm was
found on repeat 3D rotational angiography. Three of 8 initial occult aneurysms were very small (1–2 mm), 2 were supraclinoid carotid artery
dissecting aneurysms (2 and 8 mm), 2 were small (1 and 3 mm) basilar perforator aneurysms, and 1 was a 3-mm vertebral artery dissecting
aneurysm.
CONCLUSIONS: In 10% of patients with aneurysmal-type SAH, initial 3D rotational angiography ﬁndings were negative, and in 1 in 4, repeat
3D rotational angiography demonstrated a ruptured aneurysm. Initial occult aneurysms were dissecting aneurysms of perforators or main
arteries or were very small (1–2 mm) or both. Our results indicate that repeat 3D rotational angiography is mandatory in patients with initial
3D rotational angiography ﬁndings negative for aneurysmal-type SAH.
ABBREVIATIONS: aSAH ⫽ aneurysmal-type SAH; 3DRA ⫽ 3D rotational angiography

S

ubarachnoid hemorrhage with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern (aSAH) is a serious disease with high morbidity and mortality. In 80%–90% of patients with aSAH, an aneurysm can be
found as the cause of hemorrhage,1 and early repair is advocated
to prevent recurrent hemorrhage.
The incidence of angiograms negative for aSAH has been reported to range from 2% to 24% in various studies.2,3 In some of
these patients, the source of the hemorrhage is an occult aneurysm, but intracranial artery dissections, dural arteriovenous malformations, micro-AVMs, trauma, bleeding disorders, substance
abuse, or other causes should also be considered. Even though no
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aneurysm is found, these patients are at risk for early rebleed with
an inherent risk of morbidity and death.4 An aneurysm is not
depicted on first angiography for several reasons: very small aneurysms, small aneurysms with an intraluminal thrombus, aneurysms on arterial dissections, suboptimal image quality due to
technical reasons or in uncooperative patients, and a missed diagnosis of an aneurysm.
Repeat angiography is advocated to avoid missing a treatable
cause of aSAH. Previous studies have demonstrated that repeat
angiography after 7–10 days can depict an aneurysm in up to
one-third of patients with initial negative angiography findings.5-8 3D rotational angiography (3DRA) has been proved to
depict more aneurysms than 2D DSA.9,10 In our institution, diagnostic work-up of patients with aSAH now consists of 3DRA of all
vessels within 24 hours. With negative findings, 3DRA is repeated.
In this study, we evaluated the yield of repeat 3DRA in patients
with aSAH with negative initial 3DRA findings. In addition, we
classified the initial occult aneurysms.
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Types of aneurysms found on repeat 3DRA in patients with aSAH
Age (yr)/Sex
Aneurysm Location
1
61, M
Dissecting aneurysm of perforator of the basilar tip
2
60, M
Superior cerebellar artery
3
65, M
Dissecting aneurysm of the supraclinoidal internal carotid artery
4
62, F
Dissecting aneurysm of the supraclinoidal internal carotid artery
5
46, F
Dissecting aneurysm of the V4 segment
6
62, F
A1–A2 junction
7
70, M
A1
8
65, M
Dissecting aneurysm of perforator of the basilar tip

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Size
3 mm
1 mm
2 mm
8 mm
3 mm
1 mm
1 mm
1 mm

Patients
This observational study with prospectively collected data was compliant with
the institutional privacy policy. The institutional review board gave exempt
status for approval and informed consent. Between March 2013 and January
2016, 292 patients with aSAH were admitted. The diagnosis of aSAH was established with CT. All 292 patients had
3DRA of all vessels within 24 hours.
When the first 3DRA had negative findings, patients underwent a repeat 3DRA
after 7–10 days.

Analysis of 3D Rotational
Angiography
The protocol for 3D angiography has
been described previously.11 3D angiography examinations were reviewed by an
experienced interventional neuroradiologist (W.J.v.R., with 27 years of experience) to determine the presence of a
causative vascular abnormality. After review of the catheter angiograms, the
presence of a causative vascular abnormality for the SAH was established by
consensus of a panel comprising experienced interventional neuroradiologists
and vascular neurosurgeons. Treatment
decisions were also reached by consensus of this panel.

Statistical Analysis

FIG 1. A 65-year-old man with initial negative ﬁndings on 3DRA. A, 3DRA within 24 hours after SAH
shows no aneurysm. B, Repeat 3DRA after 10 days shows a very small (2 mm) A1 aneurysm. C and
D, Magniﬁcation images of the A1 segment and an A1 aneurysm.

Descriptive statistics were used for the
presence, size, and locations of aneurysms. Quantitative variables were expressed with descriptive statistics, and
categoric variables were expressed as frequencies or percentages with 95% CIs.
Statistical analysis was performed with
MedCalc statistical software, Version
14.12.0 for Windows (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).

RESULTS

FIG 2. A 62-year-old woman with initial negative ﬁndings on 3DRA. A, 3DRA within 24 hours after
SAH shows no aneurysm. B, Repeat 3DRA after 10 days shows an 8-mm supraclinoid internal artery
dissecting aneurysm.
2
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Of 292 patients admitted with aSAH on
a native CT scan, in 30 patients (10.3%,
95% CI, 7.3%–14.3%), no aneurysm
was detected on 3DRA within 24 hours.
In 8 of these 30 patients (27%), an aneurysm was found on repeat 3DRA after 10
days. Qualification of these aneurysms is
shown in the Table. Three of 8 initial occult aneurysms were very small (1–2
mm), 2 were supraclinoid carotid artery
dissecting aneurysms (2 and 8 mm)

FIG 3. A 61-year-old man with initial negative ﬁndings on 3DRA. A, 3DRA (head-tail projection) within 24 hours after SAH shows no aneurysm.
B, Repeat 3DRA (head-tail projection) after 10 days shows a very small basilar tip perforator dissecting aneurysm.

findings to detect an aneurysm may result in poor patient outcome. Repeat
imaging for the initial angiogram
negative for aSAH is controversial because of the various diagnostic modalities and lack of a clear consensus on
yield.
In a previous study, we demonstrated that selective 3DRA in addition
to standard multiprojection 2D angiography yielded an aneurysm in almost 80% of patients (18 of 23) with
2D angiography negative for aSAH.
The advantage of 3DRA over DSA is
obvious: free rotation of high-resolution images in any projection without
overprojecting bony structures. With
2D imaging, a small aneurysm may be
obscured by overprojecting adjacent
vessels in the limited number of available projections.10 Therefore, previous data of the yield of repeat 2D DSA
cannot be compared with results of the
yield of repeat 3DRA. To our knowledge, this is the first study using
3DRA for both initial and repeat
angiography.
In the present study, we used 3DRA
of all cerebral vessels as a standard diFIG 4. A 65-year-old man with initial negative ﬁndings on 3DRA. A, 3DRA within 24 hours after agnostic work-up. Despite this optiSAH shows no aneurysm. B, Repeat 3DRA after 10 days shows a very small basilar tip perforator mal vascular imaging, in 10% of padissecting aneurysm. C, Magniﬁcation image of a basilar tip perforator dissecting aneurysm (head- tients (30 of 292) with aSAH, this was
tail projection). D, Magniﬁcation image of basilar tip perforator dissecting aneurysm (lateral
negative for aneurysms; and in 8 of
projection).
these 30 patients (27%), an aneurysm
(Figs 1 and 2), 2 were small (1 and 3 mm) basilar perforator
was found on repeat 3DRA. Not surprising, most initial occult
aneurysms (Figs 3 and 4), and 1 was a 3-mm vertebral artery
aneurysms were very small, and most of them were, in retrodissecting aneurysm (Fig 5). In retrospect, only one 1-mm A1
spect, not visible on the initial 3DRA. Dissecting aneurysms of
aneurysm was missed on initial 3DRA; the other aneurysms were
either a parent vessel or a perforator branch of the basilar
not present at the time of first 3DRA.
artery composed the other types of aneurysms, which were
probably not present on the initial 3DRA. Perforator artery
DISCUSSION
aneurysms of the basilar trunk are rarely described in the litThe main cause of aSAH with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern
is aneurysmal rupture, and angiography with false-negative
erature. A recent literature review found 12 patients with basiAJNR Am J Neuroradiol ●:●
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CONCLUSIONS
Angiograms negative for aSAH are a
very important clinical entity; the primary aim in management of these
patients is to ensure that there is no
structural lesion underlying the bleed,
primarily aneurysms. The optimal imaging technique for depicting intracranial aneurysms is 3DRA. With this imaging quality, 10% of patients had an
initial 3DRA with negative findings, and
repeat 3DRA after 10 days revealed an
FIG 5. A 46-year-old woman with initial negative ﬁndings on 3DRA. A, 3DRA within 24 aneurysm in 1 of 4. These aneurysms
hours after SAH shows no aneurysm. B, Repeat 3DRA after 10 days shows a V4 dissecting were either very small or were dissecting
aneurysm.
aneurysms of either a large vessel or a
perforator branch. Our results indicate
lar perforator artery aneurysms. All aneurysms arose from the
that repeat 3DRA is mandatory in patients with initial negative
middle or rostral basilar perforator arteries.12 The incidence of
findings.
ruptured basilar perforator artery aneurysms in our study population was 2 of 270 ruptured aneurysms (0.7%). Because
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